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At the January 22nd meeting of the Village Board, a proposal was made to modify the Beaver Creek Condo 
Agreement.  Why is this important?  Let’s take a look. 

• This area is part of TIF District #3 (60th and Brown Deer Road).  The agreement is between General Capital 
and the village covering the 10 condo units currently on 60th Street.  To date, only four units of the first 
phase of the project have been sold and the remaining units are being rented out.  General Capital’s intent is 
to apply for federal affordable housing tax credits to build additional units.  This grant would require that 
the majority of those units be rented out as affordable housing.  But to do so they would need a change – or 
suspension – to their original agreement with the village. 

• Our first question is, “Why the rush?”  The official answer from General Capital was that it was an error on 
their part, and that “they didn’t think that they needed to do anything.”  But with a target date of February 
1st to have their revised proposal approved, it forced the village board to call for a special meeting of the 
board and the CDA to accommodate them. Why was that done – why did the village accommodate their 
mistake?  Was the delay and last-minute meeting intentional?  Was it to avoid public hearings and possible 
opposition?  This topic first came to our attention in a September 2012 Journal Sentinel article:  
http://www.jsonline.com/business/apartments-replace-condos-in-brown-deer-plan-kn6tiea-170273146.html 
 

• With a four month suspension of the original land agreement, General Capital is now free to seek 
government money.  While the village lawyer assures us that the village can always shut the door again, 
even if they attain federal grants, what happens if lawsuits are threatened?  Or a federal agency or judge gets 
involved – possibly taking the matter out of your hands?  This is exactly what happened in New Berlin’s 
City Center project.      http://www.jsonline.com/news/waukesha/126115498.html 

• We were told that this new revised plan would add $4,000,000 to the tax base. A real estate agent in the 
audience calculated the revenue benefit to be about $120,000, or only $60 per home per year (later revised 
to $30 per home) -- which isn’t a whole lot.  And what about the costs?  Rental projects can cause excessive 
traffic, and put greater demands on city services than they generate in taxes. 

• Of the 41 proposed units, only five would be rented at full-market rate, while the remaining 36 would be 
affordable housing.  The rent for those units would be between $400 and $1100 per month, depending on 
income level and the unit size needed. 

• To qualify for affordable housing, a renter’s income must be less than 60% of the median income of 
$44,000 for our area.  So 36 of the units will be occupied by those with a maximum income of $24,600.  
Will we end up with the crime and police presence we currently have at Brook Lane?  Will that improve the 
quality of life in Brown Deer? 

• Strong objections voiced by one of the members of the CDA seemed to be dismissed by the village board – 
why?  Why wasn’t there more open discussion? 

• It seemed that no one really wanted to take “ownership” of this change.  When the village president asked 
for a motion to approve the temporary suspension of the original condo agreement, there was absolute 
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silence…until Tim Schilz made the motion.
thing happened -- silence -- until the village president seconded it. 
so many hesitant to be on record as sponsoring it

• After hearing input from residents and after the motion to approve was made and seconded
discussion on the merits of what was said by th
their opinions publically?  Were some on the board a little confused about what they were actually doing 
and the possible ramifications?   Did
Bradley Road, and now has a controlling 51% interest in this project
decision? 

• The final vote was 5 to 2; with Gary Springman and Terry Boschert

 

Without Public Hearings…..without an Open Process…..without Transparency…all we end up with 
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until Tim Schilz made the motion.  When there was a call for a second to the motion
until the village president seconded it.  If this was such a “positive

be on record as sponsoring it? 

input from residents and after the motion to approve was made and seconded
he merits of what was said by those in attendance.  Were board members leery of voicing 

their opinions publically?  Were some on the board a little confused about what they were actually doing 
Did Jewish Family Services, which owns the two large complexes on 

a controlling 51% interest in this project, have some “pull” behind this 

The final vote was 5 to 2; with Gary Springman and Terry Boschert voting against it.

s…..without an Open Process…..without Transparency…all we end up with 

QUESTIONS. 
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input from residents and after the motion to approve was made and seconded, there was no 
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voting against it. 
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